Welcome to Diving Deeper Discussions with the ASA.

Mike Beidler: This Navy brat was born in Long Beach, CA. Thus, there must be more than one Navy town acceptable to God into which Navy brats are born.

Ken Wiegemuth: What Christian College?

Fred Cannon: Fred Cannon went to Walt Whitman high school, your Churchill neighbor.

Paul Arveson: My wife Kathy went to Churchill.

Jodie McVane: How wonderful they responded!! This is a key part of what God is calling me to do in agriculture.

Ken Touryan: What is your take on the Chosen Series, as they try to be relevant to the cultural background of the first Century Christianity.

Jodie McVane: You definitely can cheer on environmental stewardship for our blessed Creator. He does love it and needs us to be his hands and feet for it:) 

Fred Cannon: Fred Cannon has a question...

Jodie McVane: This meshes beautifully with the theologian N. T. Wright's views on the past, present and future nature of the Kingdom of God!

Jodie McVane: It definitely belongs to Him

Osowoayim: this is right now

Sandra Richter: Yes Tom Wright and I have a lot in common in our approach to Scripture. And I happen to really like him too.

Miller Keith B.: Its Dana fault.

Jodie McVane: Yes, the industrialization has caused much water and environmental pollution. Soil is not functioning as the Lord intended.

Mike Beidler: “Beachhead in enemy territory.” Yup, Navy brat. ;-)

Jodie McVane: My question is: how could a Christian deny this?

Joseph Lechner OH: Is it possible for more than 3 persons to share a Nobel?

Jodie McVane: My question is: how could a Christian deny this?

Joseph Lechner OH: Romans sowing fields of conquered nations with salt to make them un-farmable

Jodie McVane: How Should We Then Live? The Rise and Decline of Western Thought and Culture. 1976, Francis Schaeffer

Jodie McVane: Yes on the salt. They learned that from the Assyrians.

Christy Albrecht: I had missed those laws until I read the book as well. Reading the OT since then, it really stood out to me the only time (2 Kings 3, against Moab) that God did tell Israel to destroy the trees and springs and fields. It highlighted to me just how contaminated that land must have become.
01:30:10 Joseph Lechner: OH: God's particular wrath against Moab might have been related to human sacrifice, mention at the end of 2 Kings 3
01:31:10 Jodie McVane: Yes, we are trying in the US, with encouraging regenerative agriculture practices using soil health management systems. This is in the literature, this is my career. We could definitely do better and need better policies and implementations.
01:31:40 Jodie McVane: I have answers on HOW
01:31:21 Jodie McVane: not sure how to raise my hand
01:35:26 Joseph Lechner: OH: Seamands' book on the Ten Commandments mentioned a failed attempt by France (?) to change their calendar and eliminate the Sabbath. Does anyone know more about that?
01:35:38 Harry Lubansky: choose reactions, raise hand
01:38:35 Miller Keith B.: Eden Vigil is an organization focused on environmental missions.
01:42:19 Jodie McVane: Yes, I am one of those front liners
01:42:38 Sandra Richter: Thank you for what you do.
01:42:44 Miller Keith B.: All the engineers can't get people past greed and laziness.
01:44:24 Jodie McVane: I am in that group
01:44:33 Miller Keith B.: Me too (Ruth)
01:45:53 Christy Albrecht: There are a couple of books out there by Nancy Sleeth that are really good how-tos on sustainably caring for the home. Very non-academic friendly.
01:46:03 Christy Albrecht: (From a Christian perspective)
01:46:18 Sandra Richter: Nancy's book Go Green, Save Green is the BEST, so helpful
01:47:31 Dana Oleskiewicz: Additional book reviews can be found in the ASA journal:
https://network.asa3.org/page/PSCF?
01:50:16 Dana Oleskiewicz: Join us for the next Diving Deeper Discussions on September 11th to discuss this article: https://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2020/PSCF3-20RollerHuang.pdf
01:51:10 Jodie McVane: jodiemr@tamu.edu
01:51:15 Osowoayim: Thank you Sandra
01:51:42 Del, Fozzie, Quack-Quack, Little Quack-Quack: Thank you! Excellent webinar and book!
01:51:54 jofunk: thank you
01:51:57 Dana Oleskiewicz: Additional information on Sandy's book:
https://seminarynow.com/programs/stewards-of-eden
01:51:59 Jodie McVane: great session
01:52:12 Miller Keith B.: Thanks, Sandra, for the book and being willing to talk to us, we are very happy to learn about you. Look after those chickens!
01:52:17 Kyle Cudworth: This has been great! Sandra should be encouraged to join ASA - we say theologians are welcome.
01:52:22 Christy Albrecht: Thank you so much!
01:52:24 Mike: Excellent Session, Thank you Sandra!
01:52:35 Osowoayim: bye
01:52:36 John Wood: Thanks!
01:52:38 Grace.Obaigbona: Thank you